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 SOMMELIERS & CHATEAU LAGUIOLE 
sommeliers & chateau laguiole a story of mutual trust & esteem

Extremely solid with a life warranty for free fixing when needed is a relief when opening hundred of 
bo�les daily. The special curve of the lever is unique and a patent of Chateau Laguiole. Even though
not a modern double lever, that curve has been studied to open with no damage both the cork and the 
bo�le, an essen�al need when opening extremely expensive "grands crus". Chateau Laguiole drill is 
also unique and a Chateau Laguiole exclusivity, with its central groove made to release the cork pressure 
and thus extrac�ng even the very old corks with minimal damage.The blade is real dented knife blade for 
a clean cut of any foil. There's no surprise then that Chateau Laguiole has become the sommeliers' 
companion and the official partner of the Best Sommelier of the World compe��on since its origin.

THE FIRST AND FAMOUS LAGUIOLE
handmade corkscrews

Chateau Laguiole was the first Laguiole corkscrew to be created, dated back 1992, by French Master 
Sommelier and Cutler Guy Vialis. The first “sommelier knife” to have adopted and adapted the 
ancestral handcra�ing tradi�ons and symbols of the Laguiole master cutlers, including the famous 
bee and the art of polishing fine handles made of precious woods and horns.
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The elegant slight curve of a Chateau Laguiole (pronounce LAYOL), their handle precious woods 
warmth & fragrance or unique sensa�on of the horn and their rela�vely heavy weight have made 
them a the beloved tool of sommeliers and wine enthusiasts around the world. A luxury tool & gi� 
you'll keep for life: Chateau Laguiole corkscrews enjoy a life�me warranty.
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NEW VERSION
forged bee & reinforced structure

A�er decades of sommeliers and wine enthusiasts’ adora�on, Chateau Laguiole revamps its mythic 
corkscrews for the be�er!

1 Forged bee: the chiseled spring (central structure with decora�on on the 
top) and the bee are now forged in 1 piece. As surprising as it sounds, the 
bee of Chateau Laguiole previous version was welded. Beside of a clean 
and clear aesthe�c effect, it solves rare issues of the bee being broken 
a�er accidental fall of the corkscrew (fixed free under warrant). 

2 The 2 plates just under the handle material are now thicker to seriously 
reduce the risk of dismantling the screw a�er years of use and hundreds 
of bo�les opening (fixed free under warranty). 

3 Stronger spring: at the bo�om of the handle, the spring now slightly emerges 
to offer an addi�onal protec�on to the handle from the screw when folding it. 

4 Thinner logo: visually, Chateau LAGUIOLE logo is now slightly thinner. It 
brings an addi�onal touch of elegance.  

5 New gi� box: the new genuine leather pouch of the Grand Cru & Classics 
series is as well be�er finished in our opinion. 

6 New bolsters : the Classics series corkscrews have new plain bolsters for a 
sleeker touch and an easy way to recognize immediately the new models 
vs old and stopped models.
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CLASSIC

Tip of  Horn

PACKAGING

Classics Black horn  CL3000
The �p of a black horn from African Zebu, various 
shades of black to brown or grey colors

Classics Blonde horn  CL3002
The �p of a blonde horn from African Zebu, various 
shades of white to brown or grey colors

Ram Horn

Classics Ram horn  CL3046
A rough horn full of authen�c dark and clear shades

Taurus Bone

Classics White bone  CL3028
Polished Taurus bone and shiny metal parts

The Classics series was the first created line of Chateau LAGUIOLE. It has been designed to 
emphasize the handle materials. With minimalist straight cut bolsters at each ending of the 
handle, the warmth of the wood or the glossy touch of the horn make them a discreet and 
true master piece of artcra� for wine enthusiasts. The new version of the Classics series is 
now cra�ed with plain bolsters.

．Gift box
．Warranty member card
．Black genuine leather pouch

Coming Soon
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Coming Soon

Coming Soon

Coming Soon

CLASSIC

Classics Ebony wood  CL3003
Gaboon Ebony (Diospyros Crassiflora), one of the 
world darkest and heaviest wood

Classics Snakewood  CL3001
Snakewood (Brosimum guianense) harvested in French 
Guiana

Classics Olive wood  CL3008
Olive wood (Olea Europaea)provides very intriguing 
grain that makes each piece unique

Classics Maple wood  CL3005
Maple wood  (Acer pseudoplatanus). It has this pre�y 
specific white to light tan, dis�nct ray flecks giving it a 
typical freckled appearance

Classics Juniper wood  CL3012
Juniper has a very pleasant and long las�ng cedar-like 
scent

Classics Boxwood  CL3011
Boxwood (Buxus sempervirens) harvested in France

Classics Serpent wood  CL3017Classics Rosewood  CL3013
East Indian Rosewood (Dalbergia la�folia) may have 
kept its specific sweet smell, rose-like scent

Classics Barrel Oak wood  CL3024
Oak wood (Quercus Petraea) reclaimed from used 
French wine barrels

Classics Briar wood  CL3023
Briar wood (Erica Arborea), a typical wood of the 
Mediterranean region and France in par�cular

Precious Woods
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Coming Soon

Coming Soon

Coming Soon

Coming SoonComing Soon

Classics Ambonya Burl wood  CL3030

Classics Buckeye Burl wood  CL3061

Classics Iron wood  CL3027
Desert Ironwood (Olneya tesota) from north west 
Mexico

Classics Red Stamina wood  CL3007

Stamina wood is a laminate made of veneers that have been dyed, then impregnated with phenolic resin and 
compressed under high pressure and heat

Classics Natural Stamina wood  CL3006

CLASSIC

Classics Walnut wood  CL3059Classics Purple rosewood  CL3053
East Indian Rosewood (Dalbergia la�folia), shades 
contrast and vary from purple to resistant brown, 
specific sweet smell, rose-like scent

Precious Woods

Rare Woods

Stamina Woods
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Coming Soon

Classics Silver Plated  CL3201
Stainless steel Silver plated. It delivers a beau�ful 
shiny Chateau Laguiole

Classics Stainless steel  CL3004
100% stainless steel, which makes it heavy and 
extremely durable

Classics Blue Stamina wood  CL3010Classics Green Stamina wood  CL3009

Classics Gold Plated  CL3200

CLASSIC

Stamina Woods

Precious Metals

Plexi

Classics Black & white plexi  CL3026
Black & white plexi is a Classics special edi�on 
combining polished white & black plexiglass with 
shiny finish of the metal parts

Hyphenea - Sole distributor Hong Kong - Macau - Taiwan
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GRAND CRU

Tip of  Horn

PACKAGING

Grand Cru Black horn  GC3000
The �p of black Horns from African Zebu, each piece 
is unique

Grand Cru Blonde horn  GC3002
The �p of a blonde horn from African Zebu,various 
shades of white to brown or grey colors

Ram Horn

Grand Cru Ram horn  GC3046
A rough horn full of authen�c dark and clear shades

Taurus Bone

Grand Cru White bone  GC3028
Polished Taurus bone and shiny metal parts

The Grand Cru series of Chateau LAGUIOLE were created by transforming the Classics 
series into a stylish and modern design, with wider and beveled bolsters at both endings of 
the handle. Offering magnificent contrasts with the precious wood or horn, those bolsters 
reinforce as well the whole structure to sustain even more the professional needs.

．Gift box
．Warranty member card
．Black genuine leather pouch

Coming Soon
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Coming Soon

Juniper has a very pleasant and long las�ng cedar-like 
scent

Grand Cru Ebony wood  GC3003
Gaboon Ebony (Diospyros Crassiflora), one of the 
world darkest and heaviest wood

Grand Cru Snakewood  GC3001
Snakewood (Brosimum guianense) harvested in French 
Guiana

Grand Cru Boxwood  GC3011
Boxwood (Buxus sempervirens) harvested in France

Grand Cru Olive wood  GC3008
Olive wood (Olea Europaea)provides very intriguing 
grain that makes each piece unique 

Grand Cru Rosewood  GC3013
East Indian Rosewood (Dalbergia la�folia) may have 
kept its specific sweet smell, rose-like scent

Grand Cru Juniper wood  GC3012

Grand Cru Briar wood  GC3023
Briar wood (Erica Arborea), a typical wood of the 
Mediterranean region and France in par�cular

Grand Cru Serpent wood  GC3017

Grand Cru Norvegian birch wood  GC3054
Birch wood (Betula pendula ) harvested in Russia, 
Norway and Finland

Grand Cru Oak wood  GC3024
Oak wood (Quercus Petraea) reclaimed from used 
French wine barrels

Precious Woods

GRAND CRU
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Coming Soon Coming Soon

Coming Soon Coming Soon

Grand Cru Walnut wood  CL3059

Precious Woods Rare Woods

Grand Cru Ambonya Burl wood  GC3030

Grand Cru Green Stamina wood  GC3009 Grand Cru Blue Stamina wood  GC3010

Stamina wood is a laminate made of veneers that have been dyed, then impregnated with phenolic resin and 
compressed under high pressure and heat

Grand Cru Red Stamina wood  GC3007Grand Cru Natural Stamina wood  GC3006

Stamina Woods

Grand Cru Carbon fiber  GC3016
Carbon fibers are pre�y expensive fibers about 5–10 
micrometres in diameter and composed mostly of 
carbon atoms

Carbon Fiber

GRAND CRU
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Lys Flower Sym
bol

CHATEAU DE VERSAILLES

PACKAGING

Versailles Juniper wood VE3028
Rare Juniper wood (Cupressaceae) of hundreds of years

Versailles Thuya wood VE3029
Rare Thuya wood (Tetraclinis Ar�culata) of hundreds of year

Versailles Tulipier wood VE3030
Only one bearing an exact replica of Marie Antoine�e's seal

Versailles Boxwood VE3036
Rare Boxwood (Buxus sempervirens) of hundreds of years

Versailles Yew wood VE3031
Rare Yew wood (Taxus baccata) of hundreds of year

The Chateau de Versailles collec�on is a unique and limited series. All Versailles models are 
made exclusively of wood varie�es recycled from the gardens of the famous Chateau de 
Versailles a�er a massive storm destroyed many trees in France in early 2000. Each handle 
is made of wood aged from 221 to 324 years old, bringing us back to a period when the 
Kings of France were s�ll living at Versailles.Chateau LAGUIOLE Versailles series honors 
those rare wood essences by adding only one long beveled solid bolster at the top, allowing 
the wood to cover the handle to the end. Magnificent. Versailles series lever is engraved 
with the symbol of the past Kingdom of France, the Lys Flower.

．Gift box
．Warranty member card
．Blue genuine leather pouch

Precious Woods
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MELCHIOR

PACKAGING

Melchior Black horn  GCM000
The �p of a black horn from African Zebu, various 
shades of black to brown or grey colors

Melchior White bone  GCM028
Polished Taurus bone and shiny metal parts

Melchior Stag antlers  GCM056
Stag antler Northern Europe

Reindeer Antlers Precious Woods

Melchior Ebony wood  GCM003
Gaboon Ebony (Diospyros Crassiflora), one of the 
world darkest and heaviest wood

The Melchior series is a combined evolu�on of the Grand Crus Series and of the Versailles 
series : a unique wide beveled bolster at the top, reminding a Grand Cru, with a long flared 
handle, wider in its extremity than the Versailles series. With this design, the Melchior 
series imposes its presence and allows an excellent and comfortable grip. 

The series was named Melchior as a wink to the biggest bo�le of wine: 18 liters, the equiva-
lent of 24 bo�les of 75cl. The name Melchior itself finds its roots in the Bible: Melchior was 
one of the Persian kings, symbol of Wisdom. He is one of the 3 Wise men bringing gold as 
to Jesus as a symbolic gi�.

．Gift box
．Warranty member card
．Black genuine leather pouch

Tip of  Horn Taurus Bone

Coming Soon
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Precious Woods

Melchior Walnut wood  GCM059

Rare Woods

Melchior Iron wood  GCM027
Desert Ironwood (Olneya tesota) from north west 
Mexico

Coming Soon

Coming Soon

Coming Soon

Coming Soon

Coming Soon

MELCHIOR

Melchior Olive wood  GCM008
Olive wood (Olea Europaea)provides very intriguing 
grain that makes each piece unique

Melchior Rosewood  GCM013
East Indian Rosewood (Dalbergia la�folia) may have 
kept its specific sweet smell, rose-like scent

Melchior Red Stamina wood  GCM007

Stamina wood is a laminate made of veneers that have been dyed, then impregnated with phenolic resin and 
compressed under high pressure and heat

Melchior Natural Stamina wood  GCM006

Melchior Green Stamina wood  GCM009

Precious Woods

Stamina Woods
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GRAND CRU EDGE

PACKAGING

The �p of black Horns from African Zebu, each piece 
is unique

The corkscrews of the Grand Cru series are cra�ed with 2 long beveled bolsters at both 
endings of the handle: a magnificent mixture of modern design & noble woods or horn. For 
their Edge edi�ons, Chateau Laguiole masters added a thin colored resin edge between the 
horn and the metal structure for a rejuvenated design.

．Gift box
．Warranty member card
．Black genuine leather pouch

Tip of  Horn

Grand Cru Edge Black Horn
Yellow Edge  GC2003
Blue Edge  GC2004
Red Edge  GC2005

Gaboon Ebony (Diospyros Crassiflora), one of the 
world darkest and heaviest wood

Grand Cru Edge Ebony Wood
Yellow Edge  GC2000
Blue Edge  GC2001
Red Edge  GC2002

Precious Woods

Hyphenea - Sole distributor Hong Kong - Macau - Taiwan
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Signature

Signature

Symbol
Symbol

BEST SOMMELIER OF THE WORLD

Giuseppe Vaccarini, 1978  ME3025
Lemonwood heartwood has this typical light brown, 
pale yellowish color, with a fine grain and slightly 
lustrous appearance. The lever is engraved of the 
Earth, and 1978.

Serge Dubs, 1989  ME3017
Rosewood, a precious wood used to make fine 
music instruments. There’s the stamp of a magnifi-
cent stork engraved on one side, an important 
symbol to Serge Dubs, Master Sommelier at "L'Au-
berge de l'ill", a notorious 3 stars Michelin restau-
rant in Alsace, France. And the symbol of Alsace is 
precisely the Stork.

Official partner of Associa�on de la Somellerie Interna�onale for the Best Sommelier of the 
World compe��on, Chateau LAGUIOLE creates for each newly elected Best Sommelier of 
the World, side by side, his / her personalized Sommelier corkscrew. It symbolizes who the 
winner really is through choices of the handle materials, shapes or symbols added on 
purpose and bears his signature.

Philippe Faure Brac, 1992  ME3050
The handle is made of brass plates with Japanese 
Shou Sugi Ban wood inlay. This ancestral Japanese 
technics consists in burning 1 side of a massive 
wood, Pinus Radiata here, by masters burners.

Shinya Tasaki, 1995  ME3006
This piece has been created to honor Mr Tasaki. Red 
(stabilized rosewood) and white (material Corian) 
bi-color handle, in salute to the Red and White 
wines of the world and of course colors of Japan.

Hyphenea - Sole distributor Hong Kong - Macau - Taiwan
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Signature

Signature

Signature

Signature

BEST SOMMELIER OF THE WORLD

Markus del Monego, 1998  ME3015
The handle is made of vine stock, an extremely hard 
and dry wood. Surrounded by longer and unique 
beveled bolsters, its compact design symbolizes the 
world recogni�on for the German solid industrial 
tools and cars.

Olivier Poussier, 2000  ME3020
As a symbol of France, Chateau Laguiole and O. 
Poussier designed the prize of the winner with the 
magnificent Yew wood harvested from the famous 
Chateau de Versailles gardens, and more specifically 
from "le Bosquet de la Reine", a wood of at least 300 
years old. Olivier Poussier's name is elegantly 
chiseled on the spring, the spine of the corkscrew.

Andreas Larsson, 2007  ME3035
Chateau Laguiole designed with and for Andreas 
Larsson’s a unique naturally shed Reindeer's stag 
antler handle to honor his victory, a true symbol of 
Sweden as well. With its shiny bolster and lever 
engraved with Andreas' signature.

Aldo Sohm , 2008  ME3045
Tradi�onally, Chateau Laguiole corkscrews are made 
with only two elements, whereas Aldo’s, in order to 
realize exactly the key he wanted, is made of five, 
including brass, fossilized molar, and red stamina 
wood. The use of red and white symbolizes the 
Austrian flag, reflec�ng Aldo's background.

Hyphenea - Sole distributor Hong Kong - Macau - Taiwan
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Signature

Signature

Signature

BEST SOMMELIER OF THE WORLD

Gerard Basset, 2010  ME3043
This piece with shiny long brass associated to luxury 
red stamina, which looks like a racing motorbike, full 
of energy, like the Best Sommelier it was made to 
honor.  It comes in its stamped leather pouch.

Paolo Basso, 2013  ME3044
The handle is made of blonde horn from Buffalo, like 
Paolo's very first Chateau Laguiole, combined with 
superb shiny bolsters. Paolo Basso signature has 
been beau�fully engraved on the lever. 

Marc Almert, 2019  ME3219
A blade which is unique among all Chateau Laguiole 
collec�on: it is not serrated. Marc prefers a sharp 
straight blade for a clean cut of the foil. The handle 
is made of Walnut wood, while the stainless steel 
structure is brushed for a perfect match. The latest 
personal touch is found in the unique "guilloche" 
(chiseling) of the spring which represents Marc 
Almert logo.

Hyphenea - Sole distributor Hong Kong - Macau - Taiwan
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Coming Soon

SPECIAL EDITIONS

Eros  SP3018
The ero�c artwork is a reference to the Greek mythology 
and the wooden part is made of vine stock

Vintage  SP3055
Oak wood handle and wine key

Le First brass & black horn  SP3022
The black horns from African Zebu and brass made bolsters

Monaco SP3023
Created for The Founda�on Prince Albert II De Monaco.
It comes in its stamped gi� box and leather pouch

Sakura SP3021
20 years Anniversary Chateau Laguiole

Freemason SP3020
Acryclic masaic pavement & symbols 

Chateau Laguiole creates from �me to �me a unique model, o�en in limited numbers, to 
celebrate a special event, one person or a partnership.

PACKAGING
．Gift box
．Warranty member card
．Black genuine leather pouch

Hyphenea - Sole distributor Hong Kong - Macau - Taiwan



OPUS SERIES
The Opus corkscrews are the jewels of Chateau Laguiole featuring state of the art carving 
skills of its master cutler. Rare and limited, each Opus features unique pa�erns hand carved 
on its spring and plate liners. No one decides of those pa�erns but the Master cutler. Each 
Opus corkscrew we receive is a surprise and discovery.

PACKAGING
．Gift box
．Warranty member card
．Black genuine leather pouch

Thuya wood (Thuya plicata) harvested in Morocco. A 
magnificent wood gain maturity over many decades

Juniper has a very pleasant and long las�ng cedar-like 
scent

Opus White horn  SP20820
Tip of a blonde horn from African Zebu: the �p of the 
horn is its hardest part

Opus Ram horn  SP10820
A rough horn full of authen�c dark and clear shades

Opus Stag antlers  SP30820
Stag antler Northern Europe

Opus Thuya wood  SP40820

Opus Juniper wood  SP50820

Hyphenea - Sole distributor Hong Kong - Macau - Taiwan18



We propose you the op�on  to make each piece of 
our curated corkscrews collec�on truly unique by 
engravings the words, the le�ers, the logo that you 
wish and make your gi� totally personalized.

Our new diamond engraving machine offers state of 
the art details and beau�ful outlining effects of your 
text.

OTHERS

Display 3pcs

Personalization
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CONTACT US

HONG KONG & MACAU

Hyphenea HK Limited
b2bhk@hyphenea.com 

TAIWAN

Hyphenea Co Limited
b2btw@hyphenea.com


